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Abstract of JP 2002044257 (A)

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide an
information providing system registering information

to be registered such as telephone numbers,
names, addresses, etc., in a portable

communication terminal and an installed telephone
without trouble. SOLUTION: An installed telephone
5 requests a telephone number guide service to a
sever computer 11 of a telephone company 9. The
server computer 1 1 searches the telephone number,
reads registered information containing the
telephone number out of a telephone number data
base 15, and transmits the telephone number to the

installed telephone 5 as communication data. The
installed telephone 5 holds and registers the
transmitted registered information data, and
transmits the registered information to a portable

terminal 3-1 by wireless transmission of the

Bluetooth Specification.; The portable terminal 3-1

holds the transmitted registered information,

displays the information on its screen, and registers

the information in an address memorandum, etc.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1.This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the information service system which transmits and receives
information between the terminals which have communication functions, such as a server computer holding
registration information, and a cellular phone.
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]Conventionally, in portable communication terminals, such as an installed type
telephone or a cellular phone, PHS, and PDA, when receiving telephone directory-assistance service service,
with the operator, the telephone number was notified, made a note of the notified telephone number, and had
inputted and registered the telephone number by handicraft with an address, a name, etc. Even when acquiring
only a telephone number for a mail arrival history, information, including other names, an address, etc., will be
inputted manually too.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionjHowever, the work which inputs the information on such a telephone
number or others manually, and registers it is complicated. When two or more personal digital assistants are
owned, the same input operation will be repeated only several personal digital assistant minutes. On the
contrary, since input operation took time and effort, the user also had the problem that it had to extract and
register with necessary minimum information.

[0004]This invention was made in view of such a problem, and there is a place made into the purpose in

providing the information service system for registering registration information, including a telephone number, an
address, a name, etc., into a portable communication type terminal or an installed type telephone, without
applying time and effort.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem]The 1st invention for attaining the purpose mentioned above, Provide a personal
digital assistant and a server computer holding registration information, and said server computer, When there is

a directory assistance demand from said personal digital assistant, said registration information is used as
digital-communications data, and is transmitted to said personal digital assistant, and said personal digital
assistant is an information service system registering said registration information. If a server computer has a
directory assistance demand from a personal digital assistant in the 1st invention, registration information which
self holds is transmitted to a personal digital assistant as commo data, and the personal digital assistant can
register the registration information as it is.

[0006]The 2nd invention possesses ah installed type telephone and a server computer holding registration
information, and said server computer, When there is a directory assistance demand from said personal digital
assistant, said registration information is used as digital-communications data, and is transmitted to said
installed type telephone, and said installed type telephone is an information service system registering said
registration information. If a server computer has a directory assistance demand from an installed type
telephone in the 2nd invention, registration information which self holds is transmitted to an installed type
telephone as commo data, and the installed type telephone can register the registration information
[0007]

[Embodiment of the Invention]Below, based on a drawing, an embodiment of the invention is described in detail.
Drawingjjs an outline lineblock diagram of the information service system 1 concerning an embodiment of the
invention.

[0008]The information service system 1 comprises the personal digital assistant 3-1, 3-2, the installed type
telephone 5, the server computer 1 1, the settlement-of-accounts database 13, and telephone number database
15 grade.
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[0009]The personal digital assistant 3-1 and 3-2 are the personal digital assistants of a cellular phone, PHS,
PDA, etc. which can be communicated. The installed type telephone 5 is a public telephone etc. which were
installed in the telephone installed in the home, or the street.

[0010]The personal digital assistant 3-1, 3-2, and the installed type telephone 5 have radio communication
equipment of a Bluetooth standard. In the radio by a Bluetooth standard, the frequency band of a 2.4GHz
bandwidth is used, it is made a high speed called transmission speed 1Mbps, and mass data communications are
possible.

[0011]The personal digital assistant 3-1, 3-2, and the installed type telephone 5 as which the owner is selected
hold the registration information set up by those users and owners. For example, the user 4-1 of the personal
digital assistant 3-1 can register a name, an address, self-PR, etc. as registration information.
[0012]This registration information data can be sent to the installed type telephone 5 (the inside of drawing 1

,

course R1), or other personal digital assistants 3-2 (the inside of drawing 1 , course R3) using the radio of the
above-mentioned Bluetooth standard. The installed type telephone 5 and the personal digital assistant 3-2
should just register the sent information into an address book etc. as it is.

[0013]The telecommunications company 9 has the server computer 11. The server computer 1 1 searches the
data held at the settlement-of-accounts database 13 and the telephone number database 15.

[0014]The settlement-of-accounts database 13 holds settlement information. Settlement information is

recognition information, a credit card number, etc. proving the name of the user 4-1 of the personal digital

assistant 3-1, an address, and a user, for example.
[0015]The telephone number database 15 holds the registration information containing a telephone number and
which had registration accepted by the registrant. A registrant shows an individual, a company, etc. which
registered a telephone number, a name address, etc. into "the halo page (trademark)" etc., for example. There is

data of a telephone number, a name, an address, and others in registration information. For example, if a
registrant is a corporate manager, it is also possible to register a company name, the address of a company, a
telephone number, the PR information of a company, core products, etc. as registration information.
[0016]Next, processing by the information service system 1 is explained. Drawing 2 is an example of the flow
chart which shows the procedure of telephone-number-information acquisition. The installed type telephone 5
requires telephone directory-assistance service service of the server computer 11 of the telecommunications
company 9 (Step 201).

[0017]That is, the owner of the installed type telephone 5 shows the operator 7-1 a certain store name (it is

considered as "the store A") and address, and requests search of a telephone number, for example. The server
computer 1 1 searches a telephone number, reads the registration information on a telephone number and the
store A from the telephone number database 15, and transmits to the installed type telephone 5 as digital-
communications data (Step 202). Hereafter, let the registration information sent as commo data be registration
information data.

[0018]The installed type telephone 5 holds and registers the sent registration information data (Step 203), like

the course R4 shown in drawing 1
, is the radio of the above-mentioned Bluetooth standard, and transmits

registration information data to the personal digital assistant 3-1 (Step 204). The personal digital assistant 3-1
holds the sent registration information data (Step 205), and can perform displaying on a screen or registering
with an address book etc.

[0019]Here, not on\y a telephone number but the text for example, of "turning off the direction of coming to the
store 10% today" etc., the map of a store, the photograph of goods, etc. may be included in the registration
information data of the store A which the installed type telephone 5 and the personal digital assistant 3-1
acquired.

[0020]Since the mass data of a picture etc. can be sent at high speed in the radio of a Bluetooth standard, it is

possible to also send registration information data including a picture etc. to the personal digital assistant 3-1 at
high speed. Thus, according to this embodiment, the sent registration information can be registered into the
installed type telephone 5 or the personal digital assistant 3-1 as it is, and does not need to perform
complicated registering operation.

[0021]In the processing shown in drawing 2, the public telephone installed in the street may be used for the
installed type telephone 5. In the case of a public telephone, the personal digital assistant 3-1 receives
registration information data as mentioned above via a public telephone, and registers with self. Thus, when pay
services, such as a telephone directory-assistance service, are received via the installed type telephones 5,

such as a public telephone, a fee is imposed on the personal digital assistant 3-1. Therefore, the server
computer 11 creates the settlement information of the personal digital assistant 3-1 from accounting
information, a credit card number, etc., and holds it in the settlement-of-accounts database 13.

[0022]Next, the case where a telephone number is directly acquired from the personal digital assistant 3-1 is
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explained. The personal digital assistant 3-1 requires telephone directory-assistance service service of the
server computer 1 1 (the inside of drawing

]

[

f course R2). The server computer 1 1 transmits to the personal
digital assistant 3-1 by using as commo data the registration information containing a telephone number with a

demand (the inside of drawing 1 , course R5).

[0023]When the above directory assistances are charges, the settlement information about the personal digital

assistant 3-1 is created, and it is held at the settlement-of-accounts database 13. The personal digital assistant
3-1 can also transmit on radio the registration information data which self acquired to the personal digital

assistant 3-2 (the inside of drawing 1 , course R3). The personal digital assistant 3-2 can register the transmitted
registration information data as it is, and the user 4-2 does not need to perform complicated input operation
[0024]

[Effect of the Invention]As mentioned above, as explained in detail, according to this invention, the information
containing a telephone number can be registered into a portable communication type terminal or an installation

telephone, without applying time and effort.

[Translation done.]
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